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ABSTRACT: Russia pioneered exploiting civilian inequalities to maximize military effectiveness in Chechnya, contributing to the Kadyrovtsy blocking detachments observed in Ukraine. Kadyrovtsy, pro-Russian Chechens, are drawn from a unique political order enabling this specialized military role. Military inequality literature typically ignores how minority-ethnic forces often serve in specialized combat roles. Understanding the Chechen Wars, the Kadyrov regime, and living standards in Russia helps explain these minority-ethnic blocking detachments in Ukraine. Analysis of this vital section of Putin’s regime offers actionable recommendations for Western actors to undermine Russian military efforts and identifies the potential risks of those actions.
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Multiple sources have corroborated pro-Russian Chechen forces called Kadyrovtsy deploying coercive fratricidal violence in Ukraine.¹ This phenomenon describes soldiers organized into blocking detachments or anti-retreat forces that discipline their comrades to maintain military order.² Kadyrovtsy are documented using physical discipline, torture, and executions against unmotivated or retreating Russian forces. Coercive violence in any context is worthy of analysis as a tactic of desperate commanders who regard their troops as expendable.³ Today’s Kadyrovtsy, however, break significantly with existing coercive violence literature. Typically, core ethnic troops coerce disadvantaged and expendable minority ethnic troops, whereas Kadyrovtsy are from Russia’s Chechen population.⁴ Understanding the Chechen conflict clarifies this reversal and why the Kadyrovtsy play this unique role in Russia’s military.
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More generally, the Ukraine conflict has created an urgency to understand how Russia deploys its military forces to pursue the political ends of war. The Chechen Wars, as the largest post-Soviet conflict besides Ukraine, provide the most analogous comparison. In Chechnya, Russian military and political strategies evolved to create an effective collaborator regime by exploiting ethnic divisions. The pro-Russian Kadyrov dictatorship and its military forces, the Kadyrovtsy (meaning “followers of Kadyrov”), provided effective and expendable fighters essential to Russia achieving its political goals.\(^5\)

The complex Kadyrov-Russia relationship was engineered by Vladimir Putin, including through Putin’s personal relationship with current Chechen leader Ramzan Kadyrov. Analyzing Chechnya and the Chechen Wars provides insight into how Russia’s sitting government approaches military engagements, clarifies the Kadyrovtsy’s actions in Ukraine, and enables the creation of actionable strategies to counter Russian aggression.

### Theory

Jason Lyall’s research on military inequality and its relationship to coercive violence provides an ideal theoretical framework to understand Kadyrovtsy performance. In *Divided Armies*, Lyall examines the relationship between civilian ethnic divisions and military specialization, arguing that existing civilian inequalities can create privileged core ethnic troops and contrasting minority ethnic troops who experience greater discrimination and exploitation. The latter receives worse training and equipment, is classified as more expendable by commanders, and demonstrates less motivation to fight for their oppressors.\(^6\) Lyall establishes that these exploited minority ethnic forces generally perform worse and experience more coercive violence than core ethnic forces. Lyall’s research has its critics, but it is consistent with existing research on divisions and discrimination in militaries.\(^7\)

Lyall’s work especially focuses on coercive violence, in this context referring to the application of fratricidal violence to motivate or punish underperforming allied units. Coercive violence has a strong history in Russia, including blocking detachments authorized to execute retreating units during World War II.\(^8\) Fratricidal violence is typically employed in desperate circumstances when commanders lack alternative solutions to motivate troops, with blocking detachments almost invariably consisting

---

of trusted core ethnic forces.\textsuperscript{9} The value commanders place on their troops impacts their willingness to deploy coercive violence, which contributes to minority ethnic troops disproportionately experiencing coercive violence.\textsuperscript{10} These historical trends are challenged by minority ethnic Kadyrovtsy applying coercive violence against ethnic Russian troops in Ukraine.

**Chechnya and the Kadyrovtsy**

The contemporary Russo-Chechen relationship demonstrates core and minority ethnic inequality as described by Lyall, and these cultural and material differences impact Kadyrovtsy military deployments. Unlike Russia, Chechen society is Islamic and tribal, with *teip* (clan) values and a traditional code of ethics reinforcing family-tribal loyalty.\textsuperscript{11} These values influence warrior traditions, including *ch'ir* (blood feud), which obliges clansmen to avenge wronged members.\textsuperscript{12} Historically, Russia has exploited these cultural differences to demonize Chechens as radical Islamic warriors, contributing to genocidal violence, which contribute to today’s uneasy Russo-Chechen relationship.\textsuperscript{13}

The most recent Russo-Chechen conflict began with the Soviet Union’s collapse. Chechnya declared independence from Russia, leading to the First Chechen War (1994–96) and the Second Chechen War (1999–2009/disputed), which ultimately reestablished Russian Federation control.\textsuperscript{14} These conflicts featured conventional Russian victories followed by Chechen insurgencies, where Russian-led counterinsurgency efforts were ineffective.\textsuperscript{15} Russia adjusted by working closely with collaborators in the Second Chechen War, installing the Kadyrov family to control Chechnya and manage the insurgency.\textsuperscript{16} The wars deeply affected Chechen society, killing hundreds of thousands, destroying living standards, and contributing to the growth of Islamic fundamentalism. This fundamentalist movement, commonly called Wahhabism, would radicalize the separatist movement and link
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Chechnya with terrorism. The threat of extremism played an important role in dividing Chechnya politically, helping the Kadyrov family rise to power, and serving Russian interests.

The Kadyrov family belongs to teip Benoy, one of the largest in Chechnya, providing them significant clan-based political support. In the First Chechen War, Akhmad Kadyrov was an anti-Russian Chechen warlord. During the interwar period, Akhmad served as Chechnya’s grand mufti and was an outspoken opponent of Wahhabism, making him a well-known, respected, and relatively moderate religious and military leader. Kadyrov’s opposition to Chechnya’s growing Wahhabi politics contributed to his criticisms of independent Chechnya, influencing his 1999 defection to Russia with other disaffected warlords. Russia then selected Akhmad Kadyrov to lead its pro-Russian Chechen government, as he had both the political and material means for the role. Installing the Kadyrovs meant the Kadyrovtsy could manage the conflict and form a reintegrated Chechen government to achieve Russia’s political war goals.

After Akhmad’s 2004 assassination, his son Ramzan Kadyrov inherited command of the Kadyrovtsy. With Putin’s support and Kadyrovtsy intimidation, Ramzan became Chechnya’s leader by 2007 and remains in command today. Despite Putin’s personal relationship with Ramzan, Chechnya maintains a unique position in Russia, exercising unique autonomy and even defying Federation laws. This autonomy extends to the Kadyrovtsy, who are primarily loyal to the Kadyrov family, not the Russian state. Kadyrov’s Chechnya ranked among the Federation’s poorest provinces and the world’s most repressive and corrupt regimes, far worse than Russia individually. Rule of law is extremely limited as policing revolves around Kadyrovtsy torture and reprisals, despite the conflict’s official end. To appeal to nationalist and religious supporters,

---

Kadyrov ignores Federation laws governing conscription and state secularism. Kadyrovtsy intimidate and assassinate regime critics abroad, especially targeting the Chechen diaspora in Europe. Although Kadyrov’s political and military structures defy Moscow, the Putin administration tolerates this dysfunctional situation because Kadyrov effectively suppresses Chechen separatism.

The Chechen Wars

In both Chechen Wars, Russia’s overwhelming advantages in numbers, weaponry, and firepower led to conventional victories but struggled to address subsequent Chechen insurgencies. In the First Chechen War, Russian leadership anticipated military action would crush disorganized resistance, but they instead faced a protracted insurgency due to significant Russian military deficiencies and active Chechen preparation for unconventional war. To bolster its forces, the Chechen government authorized raising local militias, among them the Kadyrovtsy. Warlord militias were augmented by local and tribal support networks. From the beginning of both wars, Russia faced intense guerrilla resistance that hampered its advance. Importantly, Chechnya in the First Chechen War was politically united against Russia, despite internal divisions. Although Chechnya’s secular nationalist government faced significant opposition, especially from Wahhabi factions, opposition dissipated to ensure Chechnya’s independence.

In both wars, Russia relied on collective civilian reprisals, specifically filtration camps and zachistka (cleansing) operations, which only solidified Chechen resistance. Filtration camps separated the general population from insurgents through mass arrests and detention, while zachistka describes military sweeps of areas featuring or suspected to host partisans. These tactics featured organized looting, rape, mass hostage-taking, torture,
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housing destruction, and reprisal killings. Russian counterinsurgency policy, mirroring methods used by the Soviet Union in Afghanistan, was for civilian repression to disincentivize popular support for insurgents.

Violence against civilians, however, risks encouraging resistance if civilian mistreatment motivates insurgent support and recruitment. In both wars, Russia failed to target civilian insurgent support networks selectively, causing cycles of Chechen insurgent action and Russian reprisals. There was effectively no Chechen language fluency in Russian forces, and troops were ignorant, hostile, or prejudiced against Chechnya’s religious and cultural organizations—making reprisals indiscriminate. Russian action has been characterized as genocidal, killing approximately one in four Chechens between 1994 and 2005. Post-conflict studies indicate more Chechens—bolstered by teip honor and ch’ir—were motivated to fight by Russian reprisals than by the cause of independence itself. Indiscriminate Russian actions motivated insurgent growth instead of intimidating the population.

The First Chechen War ended due to opposition by the Russian public, though Russia still possessed ample military forces. Mid-1990s Russian media freedom increased public demoralization, as it publicized casualties, reported on Russian-conducted atrocities, and contradicted official government narratives of progress. The then Russian president Boris Yeltsin’s popularity dropped below 10 percent, largely due to the Chechen crisis, and in 1996, insurgents recaptured Chechnya’s capital, Grozny. This final humiliation and absence of a political mandate for war motivated Russia’s subsequent withdrawal agreement.

In the Second Chechen War, Russia’s strategy relied on Kadyrovtsy collaborator fighters, enabling the “Chechenization” or indigenization of the war. Several changes within Russia and Chechnya allowed for this approach. Shortly after the Second Chechen War began in August
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1999, Yeltsin resigned, and Putin became Russia’s leader. Initially unproven, Putin’s pledge to handle Russia’s Caucasian problems helped secure his position.\textsuperscript{43} Putin instituted a wartime media blackout, limiting the war’s impact on public support.\textsuperscript{44} Meanwhile, interwar Chechnya was a failed state featuring armed internal conflict.\textsuperscript{45} This environment encouraged dissatisfied warlords to collaborate with Russia as they became Chechnya’s new ruling class and enjoyed Russian support in their disputes. Russia, in return, received local partners to combat the Chechen insurgency. In June 2000, Akhmad Kadyrov was appointed leader of Chechnya, and his Kadyrovtsy and other collaborator forces then joined the fight against separatists.\textsuperscript{46}

As Russia faced a pronounced lack of human intelligence, Chechen collaborators, including the Kadyrovtsy, served as police and military auxiliaries to the Russian Army. Their leading roles as translators and guides helped Russia avoid attacks, located insurgent strongholds, and increased overall counterinsurgency effectiveness.\textsuperscript{47} Both Russian-led and Kadyrovtsy-led counterinsurgency tactics featured similar zachistka sweeps and collective punishments methods.\textsuperscript{48} The Kadyrovtsy, however, spoke Chechen, understood cultural dynamics, and could appeal to local allies for intelligence and material aid. The Kadyrovtsy served as a force multiplier in counterinsurgency operations that directed civilian intimidation productively, accurately targeting insurgent supporters and families rather than the general population.\textsuperscript{49}

In 2001, Russia officially adopted a policy of Chechenization, explicitly committing to withdrawing troops and making Chechens responsible for their governance and security.\textsuperscript{50} By this stage, Kadyrov rule through Kadyrovtsy military power was sufficient for withdrawals not to destabilize Chechnya. Removing Federation troops directly addressed Russia’s public support problem, as casualties became contained to ethnic Chechens in Chechnya rather than uniformed majority ethnic Russians from across the Federation. Until 2004, Kadyrovtsy formations were not part of official Russian units,  
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and many paramilitary fighters remain unofficial to this day. This quasi–official status aided Russia’s ability to understate conflict casualties, as these deaths were easily concealed and rarely investigated.

Chechenization has been described as a success in “normalization,” that is, making conflict palatable to a war-adverse public. Politically, Chechenization transformed the conflict from a military occupation into civilian policing and counterterrorism, technically equivalent to anywhere else in the Federation. Militarily, Kadyrovtsy action defeated a population-centric insurgency with the effective deployment of violence to disincentivize civilian insurgent support. When Chechnya’s secular government-in-exile disbanded in 2007, the insurgency became absorbed by jihadists, who later become Daesh affiliates, further undermining civilian sympathy for insurgents.

While 2009 is often cited as the conflict’s end date, certain jihadi factions were not defeated until 2017. Low-level violence and Kadyrovtsy brutality continue today, though this is officially classified as civil unrest and counterterrorism. Combined with media censorship in Chechnya, Russia’s narrative of progress and normalization matched low official casualties and declining conflict incidents. There is no large-scale Russian public outcry against violence contained to an ethnic-minority provincial backwater, especially since Kadyrov rule replaced open warfare.

Ukraine

Russia’s goals and challenges in Ukraine bear strong similarities to those of the Chechen conflict. In Ukraine, Russia claims to fight for the defense of co-ethnics and control of rightful or historical territory. Russia’s major concern has been maintaining popular support, hence its classification of the conflict as a “special military operation” and its limitation troop deployments. To help address these challenges, Kadyrovtsy have been present in Ukraine since 2014. Since February 2022, Kadyrovtsy deployed in Ukraine have acted as blocking detachments against Russian forces and those of the Russian-backed Donetsk and Luhansk People’s Republics (DPR-LPR).
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Allegedly, the Kadyrovtsy have beaten and executed DPR-LPR and Russian Army troops retreating or deserting in response to military setbacks in Ukraine.\textsuperscript{58} That Russians (ethnic core) are among the Kadyrovtsy’s (ethnic minority) victims is a reversal of military inequality theory’s assumptions.

The victims of Kadyrovtsy coercive violence in Ukraine are Russian Army recruits or separatist militiamen with the lowest levels of training, arming, and motivation.\textsuperscript{59} Separatist mass conscription since February 2022 has affected all parts of the regional population, pressing both ethnic Russians and ethnic Ukrainians into separatist service.\textsuperscript{60} Evidence indicates the DPR-LPR militaries struggle to manage this significant increase in numbers, worsening pre-2022 logistical strains.\textsuperscript{61} The recent DPR-LPR conscripts, with minimal training, poor equipment, and questionable loyalty, unsurprisingly exhibit poor combat performance. As DPR-LPR forces are drawn from an unrecognized separatist government in Ukraine, separatist losses easily concealed and minimally affect Russian war support relative to Federation troop deaths. Before 2022, DPR-LPR forces served as the conflict’s primary combatants and were essential to Russia’s war justification of liberating co-ethnics. Since 2022, Donbas collaborators are no longer needed, as the Russian Army manages combat and as cultural and linguistic similarities mean local collaborators are not needed, as in Chechnya. These facts incentivize Russia to use separatist forces disposably, despite Russia’s stated aim to protect Donbas co-ethnics.

The other element of Russian forces in Ukraine, the Russian Army, does not reflect the Russian population. It disproportionately includes poor and rural ethnic Russians and Federation minorities from impoverished backgrounds similar to Chechnya.\textsuperscript{62} The poorest Russian provinces source a disproportionate number of conscripts in Ukraine, providing up to six times their per capita share of recruits.\textsuperscript{63} This heavy burden has contributed to protests and draft riots across Russia’s North Caucasus and Far East regions.\textsuperscript{64} Other literature establishes how brutal hazing (\textit{dedovshchina}), corrupt officers, and low pay contribute
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to low reenlistment rates.\textsuperscript{65} Reforms have sought to improve these issues, but military corruption remains endemic.\textsuperscript{66} While military service offers material benefits and advancement to poor Russians, including significant enlistment bonuses since 2022, these benefits must be contextualized with low civilian living standards.\textsuperscript{67} Additionally, Russian prisoners have been released in exchange for service in Ukraine.\textsuperscript{68} Recruits from underprivileged populations, in Russia, and in general, are more likely to be treated as expendable by their military leaders.

Evidence indicates Russia’s leadership treats such forces as expendable. The June 2023 Kakhovka Dam explosion—presumably caused by Russia—flooded Russian positions, caused significant casualties, and serves as an extreme example of Russian commanders’ belief in troop expendability.\textsuperscript{69} This attitude, however, is reflected primarily toward low-quality Russian forces, particularly separatists, who have been deployed in high-casualty probing attacks and initial assault roles.\textsuperscript{70} There are undoubtedly high-quality Russian forces that are well-trained, motivated, and capable in combat. Russia also possesses unreliable and unmotivated troops; these troops are disproportionately represented by underserved civilians, especially from minority ethnic backgrounds. Kadyrovtsy coercive violence has only been reported to target low-quality DPR-LPR and Russian Army troops who refuse to attack or retreat, rather than Russia’s professional contract soldiers who reliably follow orders.\textsuperscript{71}

Comparatively, the Kadyrovtsy are an essential military force to Russia, both for their domestic capabilities in Chechnya and for their blocking detachment abilities in Ukraine. The Kadyrovtsy are critical to Russian control in Chechnya, incentivizing Russia to minimize their losses. Additionally, Chechnya’s political environment makes the Kadyrovtsy ideal
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blocking detachments. Chechnya is relatively isolated from the rest of Russian society. Kadyrovtsy veterans will return to Chechnya after Ukraine, where lack of interaction with the troops they brutalized, plus the Kadyrov regime’s power, protects them from reprisals. Russian soldiers in a blocking detachment would not enjoy similar post-conflict protection, making them potentially less willing to apply coercive violence. Kadyrovtsy are already experienced in using coercive discipline in their ranks, and Russo-Chechen enmity reduces reluctance to apply this violence. The Putin regime’s deployment of Kadyrovtsy as blocking detachments is logical, as these Chechens are reliable and experienced users of coercive violence. For these reasons, ethnic minority Kadyrovtsy are deployed in low-casualty blocking detachments roles despite military inequality theory’s assumptions about minority ethnic troops.

As an authoritarian state, Russia may not desire reforms for combat effectiveness, preferring a divided but loyal military. Additional strategies for this control include domestic repression, widespread media manipulation, and censorship to maintain war support, as seen before in Chechnya. Regardless of the outcome in Ukraine, Russia’s strategy shows a willingness to deploy naked violence against less-than-loyal troops and to repress domestic opponents, an intensification of policies used while fighting in Chechnya. The future of Putin’s regime likely depends on this continued repression. Intensifying domestic repression may motivate further ethnic separatism in the Federation’s minority regions, promoting more secession wars or the empowerment of local strongmen in the style of Kadyrov.

Russia has not fielded a united force in Ukraine, deploying Russian Army units alongside Kadyrovtsy, DPR-LPR separatists, and Wagner Group mercenaries. There is an observable hierarchy within these forces, designated into expendable and nonexpendable categories. The former group, including separatists, ex-convicts, mercenaries, and fresh conscripts, has low levels of training and equipment and is used for probing attacks and first-wave assaults on Ukrainian positions. The nonexpendable troops, including professional contract soldiers, Airborne Forces (VDV), Spetsnaz units, and other well-armed and competent elements, then attack softened Ukrainian positions with intelligence on exploitable weaknesses. As expendable troops are aware of their high-casualty role, Kadyrovtsy blocking detachments are essential to ensuring their motivation.
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Russia maximizes battlefield effectiveness by deploying poor-quality troops in high-casualty roles to preserve its competent forces.

The divisions in Russia’s forces extend to Russia’s commanders. Additionally, to Kadyrov, Wagner Group owner Yevgeny Prigozhin, Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu, Chief of Staff Valery Gerasimov, separatist commanders, and other military figures have competed to offset blame for Russian military failures. The noted Prigozhin-Shoigu feud culminated in the June 2023 Wagner Group rebellion. Kadyrov has increasingly praised Putin’s war direction and reiterated this support during the rebellion. Without Prigozhin—an important Putin lieutenant—Kadyrov’s relative importance and influence will increase. Wagner, as a private military contractor, offered Russia plausible deniability for international military actions. With Wagner’s elimination, unofficial Kadyrovtsy formations will likely fill this gap. Kadyrovtsy have previously been documented in such quasi-official deployments in Syria supporting the Assad regime and in Ukraine before 2022.

Strategic Proposals

Observed Russian infighting and military shortcomings offer opportunities for Western actors. Disaffected commanders and fighters, particularly ex-Wagner members, can be enticed to defect with the correct offer of material benefits, personal protection, and amnesties for possible war crimes. Russian defectors would add to Ukrainian strength and offer important military intelligence. Attritional warfare is not an optimal Ukrainian strategy given Russia’s numerical advantages. As expendable Russian troops already exhibit severe morale problems, offering amnesties and evacuation from combat zones is a viable strategy to cause mass Russian desertions. Propaganda reinforcing poor living conditions and high casualties would be extremely effective. Such strategies conserve Ukrainian military resources for more determined Russian units, such as the Kadyrovtsy. Forcing Kadyrovtsy desertions is more challenging. Should Kadyrov lose power, Kadyrovtsy fighters would lose state protection and face reprisals from the Chechen people, reinforcing fighter loyalty to the political order that protects them.

The Kadyrovtsy, as a crucial pillar of the Putin regime, must be destroyed as a military force. Deliberately targeting these essential Russian military elements is a maximally effective use of Ukrainian force. Ukrainian missile and drone attacks, including those going into Russia,
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already pursue the high-value infrastructure and personnel targets that direct the Russian military. Targeting Kadyrovtsy units and commanders in Ukraine and military installations in Chechnya is an actionable extension of this policy. Russian air defenses are unlikely to focus on Chechnya relative to major population zones.

Western support for a Kadyrov alternative in Chechnya would open a second front against Russia, diverting resources from Ukraine. In 2022, Ukraine recognized Chechnya as a state occupied by Russia. The previous failure of Chechen independence is related in large part to its inability to gain recognition, thus, Western states should join in recognizing a secular, independent Chechnya. Anti-Russia Chechens have been fighting with Ukraine since 2014. Existing military aid to Ukraine should be extended to these groups. Battlefield experience would contribute to the legitimacy of the government-in-exile these Chechens represent. The significant Chechen diaspora, which emerged primarily from the two Chechen Wars, is a source of support and manpower for these efforts. However, they generally experience lower living standards typical of other refugees in Western states and live in fear of Kadyrovtsy reprisal violence. Eliminating Russian and Kadyrovtsy agents abroad is essential to ensuring the Chechen diaspora’s security. The Ukrainian refugee crisis has already brought the importance of refugee support into focus, and extending this support to exiled Chechens would improve their pro-Western and pro-Ukrainian orientation.

Potentially, such groups could be inserted into Chechnya to reignite the anti-Russia insurgency, similar to the May 2023 Belgorod incursion. The situation in Chechnya, however, is unlike Belgorod, and such an operation is not currently feasible. Chechnya is far from the front, there is not an organized resistance for them to reinforce, and fighters living aboard for many years would struggle to build a popular insurgency. Removing Kadyrov requires the destruction of Kadyrovtsy fighting power, which is best achieved in Ukraine through high-value target hunting.

Regions of Russia similar to Chechnya could be targeted for equivalent secessionist support. North Caucasus regions populated by Islamic non-Russians, which have previously exhibited armed separatist movements, may prove the most responsive. There are, however, significant risks attached to supporting Russian separatists. Russia would interpret such support as an existential threat, and rather
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than inspire separatism, aid to separatists could rally government support. Russian diplomatic condemnation is certain. Russian proxy support in Western military peripheries is possible but unlikely for the duration of the Ukraine War. Even if these separatist movements achieve independence, there is no guarantee they would be Western-aligned. Russia today exerts significant influence in former Soviet Central Asia. Although Russian influence in Central Asia has declined due to Ukraine, there is now growing Chinese influence rather than Western orientation in this region.\(^{86}\)

Blowback, meaning explicitly negative unintended consequences from covert operations, is a further risk of supporting Russian separatists. Western support for the Afghan mujahideen is an analogous example. Military aid was provided to anti-Soviet forces, but no economic aid was provided to rebuild after Soviet withdrawal, creating an environment for the Taliban's rise and the war on terrorism.\(^{87}\) Devastated interwar Chechnya followed a similar path, descending into warlordism and extremism and falling to renewed Russian aggression. Chechnya is a deeply conservative and Islamic society like Afghanistan, with a recent history of Islamic extremism. Support for separatists, in Chechnya or elsewhere, must not stop with military aid but must extend to rebuilding economies and transitioning fighters to civilian employment. Integrating new states into Western economic and defense blocs prevents domestic deterioration and extremism, protects those states from renewed Russian aggression, and minimizes the influence of actors like China.

Essential Russian units in Ukraine, especially the Kadyrovtsy, should be eliminated immediately. Building a program to support Chechens and other Russian separatists would severely complicate Russian war efforts. However, ensuring such regions remain free, stable, and Western-oriented in the long run demands multi-decade investment and far deeper strategic analysis than this article can offer.

**Conclusions**

The war in Ukraine is ongoing, and Russian strategy continues to adjust. However, the Chechen Wars offer lessons for observed Russian action and possible avenues to complicate Russian efforts. Russia today is a neo-imperial state, defined as a place where a political core dominates a periphery. For empires to rule effectively, they engage in divide-and-rule policies that pit dominated peripheries against each other. Ethnic Russians dominate cultural, economic, and political power, suppress other groups from accessing power, and deploy a divided military to expand their rule.

---


over exterior groups. This divisive neo-imperial system makes the Russian Federation susceptible to balkanization, much like the Soviet Union.

Russia’s authoritarian politics, endemic corruption, and mobilization policies have created many underequipped, badly led, and poorly motivated troops, in contrast to its competent forces. Russia’s problems in Ukraine are not solely due to its divided military, as the invasion strategy and troop commitments were unsuitable for a major conventional war. Addressing Russia’s overall military problems requires fundamentally reforming Russia’s military and society, which could take decades and could not improve the lack of planning and logistics evident in Ukraine. The simpler solution, immediately deployable in Ukraine, is to coerce poor-quality troops into battle with Kadyrovtsy blocking detachments.

The Kadyrovtsy’s unique deployment and use of coercive violence must be understood within the Russo-Chechen relationship and military inequality theory. However, existing military inequality literature overestimates the core minority relationship as dichotomous. In practice, states and societies consist of multiple ethnic groups with varying levels of equality, which is reflected in a divided military. Under certain conditions, the typical core minority relationship can be reversed, as with the minority ethnic Kadyrovtsy applying coercive violence.

Future research should expand on military inequality theory and the layered complexity of core minority relationships. Historical counterexamples relevant to expanding military inequality theory include nineteenth-century ethnic partisans, the recruitment of martial races, and American Buffalo Soldiers, groups that received special armaments, privileges, command independence, or fought by specialized in-group standards. The last example featured soldiers designated as second-class citizens who were deployed to fight other ethnic groups considered to be of even lesser value, highlighting the tiered element of civilian-military divisions. These examples and the Kadyrovtsy demonstrate that a minority ethnic civilian status does not necessarily prevent specialized or elite military statuses.
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